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 Sardu MultiBoot Creator is a UEFI (bootable) Flash Drive builder. It's an All-In-One solution to build bootable UEFI or BIOS
legacy mode Flash drive for computer maintenance. With Sardu MultiBoot Creator, users don't have to mess with the

complicated BIOS or UEFI setting, they can simply put a USB Flash drive into the computer and choose the drive to boot from
during the computer boot process. The drive will be automatically detected and the boot process will start in a few seconds.

Sardu MultiBoot Creator also has the ability to change the drive name and prevent the drive from being auto-mounted after it is
formatted, so you won't have to worry about losing access to the drive for a period of time. Additionally, SARDU MultiBoot

Creator allows you to flash your BIOS, partition the drive with GPT, F2FS, Ext3, FAT32, NTFS, or NTFS formatted with the
boot flag, or create a new partition for your SSD's swap file. One of the latest features in Sardu MultiBoot Creator is the ability
to create USB bootable drive using the new FAT32 file system and EFI folder. This makes it super easy to create a USB flash
drive with Windows boot files and a fat32 partition for installing Windows. In fact, Sardu MultiBoot Creator comes with two

ISO files of Windows 7 or Windows 10. You can either use the ISO files to create a live bootable USB drive or to create a
bootable bootable USB flash drive. Sardu MultiBoot Creator: - FAST SSD SUPPORT: SSD's with Intel® High-Point Smart

Response™ Technology are supported (note: support varies by SSD model). - BINARY SHELL: The drive will be
automatically formatted when you select "Create" and show the configuration window in FAT32 file system. The drive is ready

to use without further format. - PRE-FORMATTED: If you want to change the drive's name or disable auto-mount after
formatting, you can choose "Settings" and "Preferences" to configure it before formatting. - FLASHABLE: Flash partition

created with GPT, F2FS, Ext3, FAT32, NTFS, or NTFS with boot flag can be flashed to the drive. - CREATE TRIMMING:
USB drive can be created with TRIM 82157476af
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